NOVA PINBALL

Place the tape in your recorder and type "CLOADM". After program has loaded, type "EXEC" and the game will start.

Push "C" to load coins into slot.

Push "P". Up to 6 levels of tension on plunger obtained by 1 push for 1 level, 2 pushes for 2 levels, etc.

Push "S" to shoot ball.

"CLEAR" key is right flipper.

"Down Arrow" is left flipper.

To start each game, place coins into slot. The number of players is then entered. Up to 4 players. Each player gets 3 balls and plays in rotation.

Then bonus number is determined by the number of times the ball goes thru the top barrier, from top to bottom. The extra ball is determined by the above PLUS how high your score is at the time.